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Abstract: Autonomous driving is predicted to alter the transportation industry in the near future. For decades, 

carmakers, researchers, and administrators have already been working in this sector, with tremendous development. 

Nevertheless, there are still many uncertainties and obstacles to solve, not only in terms of technical technology, as well 

as in terms of human consciousness, culture, and present traffic infrastructure. With respect to  technological challenges, 

precise route identification, avoiding the improper location, time delay, erroneous drop-off, unsafe path, and automated 

navigation in the environment are only a few. RL (Reinforcement Learning) has evolved into a robust learning model 

which can learn about complications in high dimensional settings, owing to the advent of deep representation learning. 

Environment learning has been shown to reduce the required time delay, reduce cost of travel, and improve the 

performance of the agent by discovering a successful drop-off. The major goal is to ensure that an autonomous vehicle 

driving can reach passengers, pick them up, and transport them to drop-off points as quickly as possible. For performing 

this task, RL methods like DQNs (Deep Q Networks), Q-LNs (Q-Learning networks) , SARSAs (state action reward 

state actions), and ConvDQNs (convolution DQNs) are proposed for driving Taxis autonomously. RL agent’s decisions 

are based on MDPs (Markov Decision Processes). The agent has effectively learnt the closest path, safety, and lower 

cost, gradually obtaining the capacity to travel bigger areas of the successful drop-off without negative incentive for 

reaching the target using these RL approaches. This scenario was chosen based on a set of requirements for simulating 

autonomous vehicles using RL algorithms. Results indicate that ConvDQNs are capable of successfully controlling cars 

in simulation environments than other RL methods. ConvDQNs are a combinations of CNNs (Convolution Neural 

Networks) and DQNs. These networks show better results than other methods as their combining of procedures gives 

improved results. Results indicate that ConvDQNs are capable of successfully controlling a car to navigate around a 

Taxi-v2 environment than the existing RL methods.  

 

Index Terms: Environment learning, autonomous driving, reinforcement learning (RL), Q-learning, deep Q network 

(DQN), and state action reward state action (SARSA), convolution deep Q network (ConvDQN), and deep learning. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Smart cities are emerging technologies of the next generation ICTs (information and communication technologies) 

that can help alleviate "big city diseases," co-ordinate urban developments, and improve operational efficiencies of city 

lives [2]. Intelligent transportations [3] are an essential component of smart cities aimed at enhancing transportation 

system’s efficiency, maximize resources while ensuring traffic safety [4]. They are s crucial city lives and smooth 

operations as currently cities suffer from a range of issues including  traffic congestions, accidents, energy wastes, 

polluted air where intelligent transportations could be a probable answer [5, 6]. 

Developments in the area of IoTs (Internet of Things) and wireless communication technology have been helpful 

in collecting trajectory records of mobile objects making intelligent transportations a possibility [7] where smart phones 

[8], private cars [9], and public transportations [10] are examples of devices that can use GPSs (Global Positioning 

Systems). Location data generate large amounts of trajectory data on a day to day basis and analyzing these voluminous 
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digital traces can result in understanding city’s social and economic characteristics [11]. However, as the operational  

taxi counts increase, laying corresponding operational strategies face flaws and issues like finding them during peak 

hours, uneven distributions, and drivers denial of services [12]. The driver’s passenger-seeking strategies are empirical 

and differ significantly from one another [13, 14], resulting in low service efficiencies and remunerations. 

Companies owning fleets of taxis used greedy geographical methods for completing orders like finding nearest 

driver-passenger pairs or employing first-come-first-serve queuing strategies [15]. Certain goals were visualized for 

improving efficiency of taxi services like reducing wait times and distances between drivers and customers for 

increasing profits and tracing potential customers [16]. Many studies on demands and supplies have examined optimal 

strategies including taxi recommender systems where average wait times, distances, fares, and transition probabilities 

were considered for recommending high revenue potential locations [17]. Overall result summaries indicated distances 

to next cruising locations and the wait times were significant factors for improving efficiencies. Luo et al [18] examined 

spatiotemporal characteristics of taxi route recommendations in terms of dynamic taxi route recommendations 

considering it as sequential decision-making issues and devised a two-step solution. Taxi monitors detected abnormal 

driving behaviours for improving taxi services [19]. Mobility spatiotemporal framework based on DMTs (data mining 

techniques) were proposed from taxi trajectories [20] where travel demands in different parts of cities were predicted in 

timely and efficient manners. These studies helped in gaining better understanding of factors that influence taxi services. 

The technical challenges can be summed up as issues of accurate route detections, shortest distances, avoiding 

incorrect locations, time delays, incorrect drop-off points, risky routes, and automatic navigations. As a result of DLTs 

(deep learning techniques) and systems architectures using them for ATDs (Automatic Taxi Drives)  have been 

proposed for high precisions. More than perceptions, most tasks of ATDs have lost their appropriateness in traditional 

supervised learning methods. ICTs [21, 22, 23] allow people to communicate more effectively and recent 

developmental researches in RLs have produced remarkable results in answering several technical challenges in ATDs 

including  accurate route detections, avoiding wrong areas, reducing time delays, reducing incorrect drop-offs and risky 

routes. Hence, the main goal of this project is to ensure that ATDs reach passengers as quickly as possible reducing pick 

and transportation times. This work uses RL methods like Q-LNs , DQNs , SARSAs , and  ConvDQNs for 

ATDs .  These RL methods, the agent has successfully learned the nearest route with successful drop-off, shortest 

distance, wrong locations, safety and ability to navigate negative reward for reaching the destination after every Time 

step. The design is cost effective when run in real scenarios as shown in its simulated testing environments on Gym's 

Cab open AIs( Artificial Intelligences).  

2. Background  

Gao et al. [24] used RLs to improve taxi driving strategies and maximise global profits where taxi driving 

sequences were optimized using MDPs. Taxi locations and operation statuses were defined as states in this model and 

actions included operations like empty drives, carrying passengers, or waiting along with driving behaviours. Effective 

driving ratios were measured as cab driver's total profits in single working days and defined as rewards of objective 

functions evaluating driving policies. Q-LNs with maximum cumulative rewards learnt best choice for cab drivers in 

locations. The study’s experiments in Beijing using historical trajectory data showed enhancements in cab drivers' 

profits and efficiency while also making it easier for passengers to find taxis. This new model was advantages over 

previous methods as it was optimal and not based on prior knowledge. 

Shou et al [25] used MDPs to model optimal sequential decisions in passengers engaging drivers using e-hailing 

drivers who just had to execute these orders. These drivers differed from traditional drivers and matched customers to 

corresponding platforms similar to TNCs (Transportation Network Companies). The proposed scheme’s simulated 

experiments on Monte Carlo were compared for optimality with drivers following baseline heuristics like hotspot 

strategies and thus the model's effectiveness was validated. Since, the count drivers were sufficient, unmatched order 

counts became negligible in their proposed MDP model which captured supply-demand ratios. The study’s dynamic 

adjustments amongst drivers order allowed competition calibrations of matches. 

To answer taxi dispatch problems, Mao et al [26] explored unique model free DRL DRL (Deep Reinforcement 

Learning) architecture. When trip demands and taxi supplies were geographically or temporally uneven in  

transportation networks, their framework redistributed automobiles as  rebalancing strategies. Their  policies provide 

optimal dispatch strategies while their value functions estimated expected costs with time stamps using FFNNs (feed-

forward neural networks). In terms of user priorities their results showed that their learnt policies produced superior 

balancing in levels of services or cancellations. 

Wang et al. [27] proposed MDPs and learning based on DQNs with action searches to improve dispatches of  ride-

sharing platform drivers. The study used data acquired from DiDi ride-sharing platform train trips their assessments of 

dispatching agents. Large-scale dispatching systems often service multiple geographical regions with varying demand-

supply conditions. CFPTs (Correlated Feature Progressive Transfers) were developed together with two existing 

approaches to boost learning flexibility and efficiency, allowing information transfer in both spatial and temporal 

realms. Moreover, the study’s policies learnt by transferring information from source- target cities or across temporal 

spaces within same cities outperforming policies learnt without transfer learning. 
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In large scale on-demand ride-hailing services, Xu et al [28] introduced revolutionary order dispatches to provide 

efficient optimizations of resource consumptions and user experiences from global and farsighted perspectives. Their 

investigations allocated orders to drivers in coordinated manners using centralised algorithms. The study handled 

problems using learning and planning approaches: 1) summarizing demands and supplies using spatiotemporal 

quantization and assessing driver’s values in specific state; 2) real-time plans for driver-ordered-pairs were valued in 

terms of immediate rewards and future gains while dispatched were solved using combinatorial optimizations. The 

study’s proposed technique was adopted in Didi Chuxing's production systems after their lengthy offline trials and 

online AB testing showed it significantly improved platform's efficiency. 

Chen et al [29] established a system to handle demanding urban autonomous driving situations using DRLs. Their 

RL improved automatically where low-dimensional latent states were captured using specialised input representations 

and visual encoded. Their framework included many model-free deep DRLs along with boosting techniques for 

improved performances. In high-definition driving simulations the scheme was evaluated with dense surrounding cars. 

Their results demonstrated that their approach was capable of completing task better then defined baselines. 

Verma et al [30] used RL which needed well-defined state and action spaces to learn from taxi trajectory data for 

generating status and action slots. They testing with actual drivers would be ideal and im practical to consider many 

drivers due to costs. Without any prior knowledge of the surroundings or taxi demand situations, RL agents can 

generate incomes equivalent to top 10% of drivers and in the case of many learning agents, the dynamics would be 

dramatically different. 

Kiran et al. [31] summarised DRL techniques and provided taxonomies for ATD tasks and thus addressed 

important computing problems in the deployment of autonomous driving agents. It also distinguished neighbouring 

topics that were similar but not standard RL methods including behaviour clones, imitation learning, and inverse RLs . 

This paper discussed functions of simulators in training agents, as well as approaches for validating, testing current 

robust RL systems. 

Rasheed et al. [32] proposed a NDRL (New Adversarial Deep Reinforcement Learning) method for improving the 

robustness of ATD dynamics when adversaries try to inject erroneous data into sensor readings of autonomous vehicles 

in order to disrupt autonomous car’s on road safety and space optimality. The autonomous cars kept themselves guarded 

by maintaining safe distances. LSTMs-GANs (Generative Adversarial Networks) models computed expected distance 

variations as a result of car’s actions which were fed as inputs to NDRL algorithm. The algorithm then tried minimize 

variations in distances 

Jin et al. [33] reconstructed drivers' actions using MDPs which considered impacts after long-term actions. The 

state-action value function computed based on RL frameworks, which included dynamic programming and data 

expansions. Drivers could use value functions to determine best options and then quantify expected future rewards in 

given states. Using historical orders data from Chengdu, the study investigated spatial distribution of function values 

and illustrated how the models could improve driving rules. Subsequently on-demand platforms were simulated where 

their results showed that their new model outperformed existing benchmark approaches in terms of total incomes, 

response rates, and reduction of wait times. 

Unlike prior research, which mostly focused on model-based approaches, this study looked at adopting policy-

based DRL modelling free methods. The policy-based DRL model has superior performances, according to numerical 

studies. 

3. Proposed Methodology  

RL algorithm is used to solve several ATDs challenges and for operating simulated automobiles, policy-based RL 

approaches such as Q-LNs , DQNs, SARSAs, and ConvDQNs are used in this study. Text-based simulation is used to 

show the Taxi-v2 environment. The suggested technique takes into account extended sequences of driving activities in 

global settings to ensure that drivers get appropriate policies and achieve effective drop-offs. Long-term strategies meet 

the needs of present environments, resulting in better matches between drivers and passengers through shorter distances, 

successful drop-offs, and rectification of destinations. Simulations of services on-demand were generated for model’s 

effectiveness and improving matched driver-passenger pairs. Many vehicles staged in different locations were needed 

for successful drop-offs, minimized wait times, and quickest routes during peak traffic hours to destinations in cities 

irrespective of the city and vehicle counts. ATDs using RL was developed to balance supplies and demands of taxis in 

various locations and improving taxi utilisation rates and meeting additional needs such as successful drop-offs, reduced 

timestamps, right destinations, and reduced customer wait times. 

3.1. Simulation model  

The taxi (rectangle) begins in an unknown place, then picks up a passenger at B, at which time it changes colour 

from yellow to green. The cab then arrives at drop-off site G, bringing the episode to a close. A single episode consists 

of a series of states, actions, and rewards that culminate in a terminal state. When the taxi driver has successfully picked 

up a customer and delivered them off at the right destination, the episode is over. The taxi aims to go through each 

episode in the fewest number of steps possible by crossing safe pathways (":") and avoiding barriers ("|"). Because the 
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agent is driven by incentives, we must carefully consider the rewards and penalties, as well as their magnitudes. The 

environment diagram including rectangular box marked yellow as Taxi,  pick and drop off  among B,G , R, Y indicated 

as blue and pick  is shown below in Fig.1. 

 

 

Fig.1. Environment diagram including Taxi, Pick and drop-off among (B, G, Y, R). 

The following are some of the most critical considerations: I considered a few crucial factors: 

 

 For a successful drop-off, the agent should earn a high positive reward;  

 For the shortest distance travelled, the agent should receive a positive reward;  

 If the agent tries to drop off a passenger in the wrong area, the agent should be punished. 

 After each time step, the agent should receive a little negative incentive for failing to reach the destination.. 

 

The MDP model and RL approaches are used to complete the tasks listed above.. 

3.2. MDPs  

MDPs are frameworks for sequential decision-making issues use RLs and parameters: S stands for state spaces that 

are infinite, A represents actionable states, P stands for probability matrices in the state’s transitions, R represents 

rewards while γ  represents discount factors in the interval [0,1]. If s ∈ S represents an individual state for specific 

actions a ∈ A in time t, then transition probability matrix for s during t + 1 i.e. P(s, a, s′) can be obtained using Equation 

(1)   

 

P(s, a, s′) ≡ Pr(st+1 = s′|st = s, at = a)                                                        (1) 

 

Where s' implies subsequent state while  a implies actions. Moreover, MDPs select actions purely based on current 

states depicted in Equation (2), 

 

Pr(st+1 = s′|s0, a0, s1, a1, … , st, at) = Pr(st+1 = s′|st = s, at = a)                                (2) 

 

MDPs use two functions namely V(s) for valuing states and  Q(s,a) for valuing state-actions. The former represents 

probable cumulative future rewards of current states while the latter represents expected cumulative future rewards of 

state’s actions. Traditional  MDP agents adjust to their environments using policies  π, which are maps from ),( as  to 

probabilities )|( sa  of actions (a) taken in state (s). Hence, policies in MDP’s value functions can be denoted as 

)(sV , ),( asQ and as depicted in Equations (3) and (4). 

 

Vπ(s) = Ex[(Rt+1 + γRt+2 + γ2Rt+3 + ⋯ . +γK−t−2RK−1 + γK−t−1RK)|st = s] = 𝔼π[∑ γk−t−1Rk|st = sK
k=t+1 ]   (3) 

 

Qπ(s, a) = 𝔼π[∑ γk−t−1Rk|st = s, at = aK
k=t+1 ]                                                (4) 

 

K is denoted as the time of the end state.Besides, the relation of Vπ(s) and Qπ(s) are described as Equation (5),  

 

Vπ(s) = ∑ π(a|s)a∈A
A Qπ(s, a)                                                                (5) 

 

Optimum strategy for increasing rewards is to simply maximize Vπ(s). The greedy method, as per Equation (5), is 

to choose the greatest of the Qπ(s, a) (Equation (6)), 
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Vπ(s) = maxa∈AQπ(s, a)                                                                        (6) 

 

The actions of taxi drivers are determined by the current scenario rather than past ones [34]. They are primarily 

concerned with the current condition along with impact of present activity. Meanwhile, drivers are presumed to 

resourceful and sensible [35], then each decision is depending on computation and experience, implying every option is 

optimal strategy at the time. Drivers expressly admit instructions and transport people from one location to another 

when they believe the trip is warranted. After executing orders, drivers receive money by doing the activity of servicing 

the trip. Besides taking orders, drivers have the option of idling when there are no available or worthy orders. The 

drivers come to a halt or wander around in quest of vital orders. Drivers operate in accordance with their driving 

policies. As a result, consider of the drivers as MDP agents who operate in the environment according to a policy that 

describes how the agents choose behaviours to enhance reward. Modify the driving policies to enhance the long-term 

earnings of the drivers. Following that, the essential features of MDP driving behaviours are presented. 

State Space: The driver's state is represented by a two-dimensional vector that represents spatiotemporal status. 

Every state is made up of two elements: time and place. Let s =  (t, l)  ∈  S formally. As a result, |S|  = |T| × |L|. 
Considering discretizing the time-space into 10 minute increments and discretizing the location space by partitioning 

region as 500 m×500 m grid cells [36]. T is denoted as Time Space, L is denoted as location Space.l is denoted as the 

location of current state, l′ is denoted as the location of next state, t is current state’s time index, t′ is next state’s time 

index. 

Action Space: In every condition, a driver can choose between two options: idle or driving. portraying the driver 

who is wandering or waiting in empty taxi location is the first action. They are not temporarily paired with any 

commands, allowing him/her to walk around freely. allocating a specific order to driver is the last action. Whenever a 

driver takes action serving, he or she cannot reverse his or her action till the order is completed. Set a = 0 and 1 in 

formal terms, with 0 denoting action idle and 1 denoting action driving. 

Reward: Upon performing action and completing transition among states, a driver receives reward. The reward 

may be thought of as a cost for an order. For controlling degree to which MDP looks into future, a discount factor was 

developed. The greater element has a minor influence on the future. Because extended horizons provide a lot of 

volatility in the value function, it's best to employ a modest discount factor. Equation (7) is utilized to describe this 

function in a formal way. 

 

Rγ = ∑ γtTr−1
t=0

r

Tr
                                                                           (7) 

 

Rγ is denoted as the reward when considering γ. r is denoted as the quoted price. Tr gives total transition steps 

consumed on an order trip. 

State-action value function: since the optimize object, assesses driving policies by aggregating each action's 

rewards at every iteration. Actions have influences on not just the present benefits but also future rewards. It's crucial to 

think about the long-term payoff for global optimization.  Equation (8) is the mathematical term for it, 

 

Q(s, a) = E[∑ γk−tRγ(sk, ak)|st = s, at = aK
k=t ]                                                   (8) 

 

reward of performing action a at state s is denoted as Rγ(s, a).  relation between Rγ(s, a) and Rγ  are described as 

Equation (9), 

 

Rγ(s, a) = {
Rγ  a = 1

0    a = 0
                                                                          (9) 

 

Policies: Distributions in states (s) to actions (a) in actionable spaces are stored in π(a|s) where greedy policies 

trace optimality: π(s)  =  argmaxaQ(s, a) 

State value functions: Predicted cumulative rewards are received by drivers starting at states (s) following policies 

(π) till episodes end and their state function changed by π(a|s) while learning leads to V(s) = maxa∈A Q(s, a) 

3.3. RL paradigm 

An autonomous agent communicates with it's own surroundings in RL paradigm to learn how to improve its 

performance at a certain activity. A reward function R analyses an agent's performance rather than an expert telling 

them what to do. The agent chooses an action for each circumstance it encounters, and based on the usefulness of its 

decision, it may get a reward from its surroundings. Agent’s aim is to raise overall amount of rewards it obtains over 

duration of its existence. major role of the agent in this work is to find a successful drop-off, shortest distance covered, 

correct locations, and lesser timestamp. By using what it has learned about predicted utility of alternative state actions 

agents increment their long term rewards. One major complexity in using RL is harmonizing explorations and 
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exploitations where agents need to use their knowledge for selecting behaviours resulting in higher rewards. Agents 

need to risk unique actions that might fetch them higher rewards than existing best valued actions defined in the systems 

i.e. learning agents must use existing actions to get rewarded while research on unknown orders and take appropriate 

actions that can reward them higher.  

Exploration entails gathering additional information about the surroundings, even if it necessitates taking a riskier 

activity. Exploitation refers to taking advantage of knowledge already gathered and choosing the most profitable route 

/path of action for successful drop-off. In an RL situation, the trade-off between explore and exploit must be properly 

adjusted. ϵ -greedy and softmax are two techniques that have been developed to address this trade-off. While using the 

widely used ϵ -greedy approach, an agent will choose an action randomly with probability 0 < 𝜀 < 1  or chooses 

maximum valued action given present state greedily with probability 1- ε. Inherently, in start of the training phase, 

when less is known about issue environment, the agent must explore more. As the agent's training advances, he or she 

may begin to do more exploitation than exploration. Designing exploration tactics for RL agents is a major topic in 

research right now. There are two options for a taxi driver who has just dropped off a customer and is seeking for new 

business. They have the option of staying in the place and waiting for passengers, or they can go to a new place. 

Traveling to a new site incurs a cost, however if the new location is picked appropriately, it will have an influence on 

future journeys and the day's revenue. The following optimization approach is easily quantified using the RL  model 

[36]. Policy learning is usually divided into two stages: policy evaluation and improvement. The optimization might be 

performed using a model-free method which is based on the MDP stated issue above. Policy evaluation denotes the 

agents' ongoing examination of the sample's value function, and policy improvement denotes the development of a 

better policy for maximizing rewards. 

3.3.1. Q-LNs  Network (QLN) 

The Q-LNs  Network (QLN) is a RLs  (RL) technique for determining a given state’s action value [37]. It doesn't 

need an environment model, and can tackle issues like stochastic transitions and incentives without the need for 

adaptations. Provided a current state, QLNs are RL policies that discover next optimal actions. The actions are selected 

randomly with the aim of increasing rewards where RL can discover optimal actions and making agents do those 

actions subsequently based on their environments. 

Terms in Q-LNs  

Some important terms of QLN are explained as,  

States: State, s, indicates agent’s current positions in environments.  

Actions: Actions ( a) are steps taken by agents in specific states (s). 

Rewards: Agents gets rewarded for actions which can be positive or negative. 

Episodes: the termination state of agents after which agents do not act. 

Q-Values: The quality of actions performed specific states, s are obtained using Q-values i.e. Q: (s, a). 

Temporal Differences: formulae used  to find Q-Values with current and previous states and actions. Figure 1 

shows reward achieved by the QLN process.  The rewards are measured by varying the number of episodes from 0 to 

1000 with 200 intervals. The average reward achieved by QLN is 10.0. 

Policy evaluation: Taking specific policies, every agent assesses the relevant state value function and state-action 

value function as in policies evaluation phase. When taking action driving or action idle, the value function is modified. 

For ADTs , these two sorts of actions are carried out. The term "driving" refers to when a driver receives an order and 

proceeds to specified location. states' transition from state s to s' was completed by drivers, encompassing the 

geographical and temporal dimensions. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Reward by QLN with respect to episode.  

The Temporal-Difference (TD) update rule is given by Equation (10), 
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Q(s, a) ← Q(s, a) + α[Rγ + γ∆tV(s′) − Q(s, a)]                                                 (10) 

 

Present driver status is s = (t, l), and after finishing order state is s'=(t', l'). Temporal variation is represented by ∆t. 
∆t is the total projected time for the pickup, waiting, and delivery processes, that is roughly equal to t'- t. When it comes 

to action idleness, an agent is permitted to go to adjacent places but will not be compensated right away. They can only 

travel across nine neighbour grids at a time. As a result, s' equals s + 1, and l' is now one of the l's neighbouring grids. 

Equation (11) is used to calculate the TD update rule  

 

Q(s, a) ← Q(s, a) + α[γV(s′) − Q(s, a)]                                                       (11) 

 

α  is denoted as learning rate. 

Policy improvement: The optimization step of policy improvement is when the agents select the action with 

highest cumulative reward in the present state. To decide the appropriate action, the greedy technique was commonly 

adopted. V(s) = maxa∈A Q(s, a) for any spatiotemporal state s, in which Q (s, a) is learnt through policy assessment. 

3.3.2. DQNs  

DQNs are strategies for addressing situations with high-dimensional perceptual input that combine deep learning 

with Q-learning [38]. It's a multi-layered neural network that generates a projected future Q (s, a | θ) for every potential 

action, in which the network parameters are θ. To put it another way, To estimate the action value, DQN uses a neural 

network. The most recent four frames of data are fed to the first layer of DQNs for determining current states which are 

transformed into vectors of action values in connected layers [39]. Rewards of DQNs are shown in Figure 3. The 

rewards are measured by varying the number of episodes from 0 to 1000 with 200 intervals. The average reward 

achieved by DQN is 13.0. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Reward by DQN with respect to episode.  

DQN minimizes a differentiable loss function L(θ)  [39] by adjusting the network weights θ  to improve the action 

value function. 

 

L(θ) = (r + γ maxat+1
Q(st+1, at+1|θ) − Q(st, at|θ))

2

                                           (12) 

 

On establishment of dynamic environments, current states of the partially observable environments can be 

expressed by models for their learning of policies. 

3.3.3. SARSAs  

SARSAs are MLTs (machine learning techniques) based on RL and learn policies generated by MDPs reinforcing 

majority functional updates of Q-values based on agent's current states (S1),  actions (A1), rewards (R) received by the 

agent for agreeing to actions (A2) in state (S2) as  its new state. SARSAs [40] are abbreviation for quintuple 

(st, at, rt, st+1, at+1)  and depicted as Equation (13),  

 

Q(st, at) ← Q(st, at) + α[Rt + γQ(st+1, at+1) − Q(st, at)]                                      (13) 
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Agents in  SARSAs interact with their environments and update their policies based their executed actions (on-

policy learning). Fig 4 shows the reward achieved by SARSAs processes. The rewards are measured by varying the 

number of episodes from 0 to 1000 with 200 intervals. The average reward achieved by SARSAs are -15.0. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Reward by DQN with respect to episode.  

 

Q-values for state’s actions are updated by error adjustments of learning rates alpha. Q-values signify probable 

rewards received in next time steps for taking actions in states in addition to discounted future rewards to be received 

for subsequent state actions. Q-learning updates estimates of optimal state-action values function {𝑄∗}  based on 

maximum rewards for available actions. While SARSAs learns Q-values associated with policies, Watkin's Q-learning 

learn corresponding Q-values associated with optimal policies in explorations/exploitations of policies. 

3.3.4. ConvDQNs 

DNNs (Deep neural networks ) are created based on fully connected CNNs to approximate the Q-function in terms 

of successful drop-off, time delays, distances, and costs. Three convolution layers and four dense layers make up the 

network. For each data type, zero padding 2D layers, convolution 2D layers, max pooling 2D layers, and fully-

connected layers combine input types. The sane architecture is followed in targeted networks and values updated for 

every 1000 steps. NNs (neural Networds) are programmed to accept six actions with a set of rewards. The network is 

trained on a 32-piece mini-batch with a learning rate of 0.001. In the definition, the parameter description for 

approximating the Q function is discussed. When it comes to RLs, one has sparse and time-delayed labels for the 

rewards with successful drop-off, lesser time delay, lesser distance, and reduced cost. Only with these rewards the agent 

needs to figure out how to carry on in the environment. The architecture of the Network is as follows representing the 

activations and filters used at each hidden layer. The network outputs for every possible action’s Q-values. Fig. 5 shows 

the architecture of proposed ConvDQNs  system.  

 

 

Fig. 5. Convolutional 2D connected network with DQN agent (CONVDQN). 

This work,’s CNNs hidden layers use multiple 2D filtered output parameters namely  Zero padded, convolutions, 

max pooled, and fully-connected.  CNNs generate these layers with large number of parameters. The quality of the 

suggested model for ATDs for successful drop-offs will be determined by counts of layers and hidden parameters. In 
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zero padding zeros are inserted in the beginning and end of taxi driving matrices and subsequent application of filters to 

inputs allows zero padded layers to have same output dimensions as described by equation (14), 

 

zp =
(k−1)

2
                                                                                   (14) 

 

The filter size is denoted by the letter k. Convolution into 2D matrices is then performed via a convolution 2D 

layer with a sliding window 3*3 kernel size. With this 3*3 size, start with the little 3*3 matrices and work your way up 

to the larger matrices. Each neuron retrains using inputs containing the preceding layer's weights and biases. The max 

pooling 2D layers are generally placed after the convolution layers. Many characteristics, such as loop size and stride, 

are included in max pool layers. Two strides are used to build the max pooling 2D layers. The purpose of using max-

pooling layers is to eliminate all maximum values in that filter and save time in the subsequent layer.To figure out how 

big a convolution layer's output should be  by the equation (15), 

 

os =
(w−k+2p)

s
+ 1                                                                         (15) 

 

where os stands for w stands for output size, k stands for filter size, p stands for padding, and s stands for stride size. 

The softmax layer may then utilise this output to synthesise the data as desired. The features from the convolution and 

pooling layers will be classified  in this layer. Dropout layer is a regularisation approach that tries to improve our 

model's prediction performance while also preventing overfitting. The model In the dropout layer, neurons in a layer 

will be deactivated at random with probability p. If the dropout value of a layer is changed and the training period is 

increased, the NNs learn about different, redundant representations quicker. To test the model, the dropout values in this 

study are integers ranging from 0 to 1. 

Furthermore, during the implementation of CNN, ReLUs (rectified linear units) play an important role as 

activation functions. The activation function of the ReLU is given by the equation (16), 

 

f(x) = max (0, x)                                                                           (16) 

 

wherein x is total inputs of NNs. The last layer of CNN design is the softmax (normalised exponential function) layer, 

which is a fully linked layer that consists of a logistic function expressed by an equation (17), 

 

σ(z)i =
ezi

∑ ezkK
k=1

, j = 1, … K                                                                  (17) 

 

where z is the input vector with K-dimensional vector, K-dimensional vector σ(z) is real values in the range (0, 1) and 

j
th 

class is the predicted probability from sample vector x. After the completion of the output layer, squared loss can be 

used for optimization of the regression task because the Q-values can be equivalent to any real values. It is represented 

by equation (18), 

L =
1

2
[r + maxa′ Q(s′, a′) − Q(s, a)]

2
                                                          (18) 

 

For every transition we replace the Q-table’s update rule with these steps:  

 

1) Fetch the Q-values that have been predicted for all possible actions with a feed-forward pass.  

2) Compute the overall maximum of all the network outputs using function max (a,Q(s, a)).  

3) Target the action’s Q-value equal to sum(r,max (a,Q(s, a))) (make use of the computed max from the previous 

step). Set the values for all the other actions equal to initial values set in the Q-table in Step 1) this leads to a lesser error 

rate.  

4) Weight Updation via backpropagation. 

 

The Q-function is estimated using a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) it is known as Convolution wrapped 

with Deep –Q(CONVDQN). But it turns out that approximation of Q-values using non-linear functions is not exactly 

stable. When the network is being trained, arbitrary small batches retrieved from storage are utilized rather than the 

most recent transition. This prevents over-fitting and due the next set of training samples being identical, that can cause 

the network to descend to a local minima. This work does not go into exploration-exploitation dilemma. It is to be 

noticed that whenever the Q-table is filled with arbitrary values, then the predictions are at first also arbitrary. After 

choosing a move having the largest value, the action chosen shall remain random and goes for rough exploration. As the 

function moves towards a single point, it returns more and more steady Q-values while the need of more of space 

exploration becomes less. So, basically, space-exploring is added as a part of the algorithm via Q-learning.  
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Fig. 6. Reward by ConvDQNs  with respect to episode. 

Fig. 6 shows the reward achieved by the ConvDQNs process. The rewards are measured by varying the number of 

episodes from 0 to 1000 with 200 intervals. The average reward achieved by ConvDQNs is 20.0. 

cdqn, cdqn_stats =Conv_DQN()._learning(nenv = env3,num_episode = 1000,discount_factor(γ) = 0.8,alpha (α)= 0

.85, epsilon = 0.1,momentum = 0.95, aplha_decay = 0.01, hiddennode1 = 48, hiddennode2 = 24, batchsize = 32, 

epsilon_decay = 0.99995  ,epsilon_min = 0.01, state_size=1 , action_size=6.  

4. Results and Discussion 

In this part, performances of RL approaches using various metrics are given for utilizing the best performing 

model for future ATDs. To assess the model's efficacy, comparisons with ConvDQNs are presented in a variety of ways. 

The main evaluation metrics used were RMSEs (Root Mean Square Errors), MAEs (Mean Absolute Errors) Success 

Rates, and Wait Times. 

RMSEs: Compute differences between expected and actual values. They concentrates on items with high 

discrepancies between anticipated and actual values, and smaller the disparity, better the algorithm’s performance. 

RMSEs can be defined using an equation (19),  

 

RMSE = √
∑ (ŷi−yi)2n

i=1

n
                                                                          (19) 

 

The predicted and actual values are indicated by ŷiand yi, in similar way, and total measurements is expressed as n.  

MAEs: They represent average absolute errors amongst predicted and observed values and focus on the sum of all 

differences between predicted and real values and defined as equation (20),  

 

MAE =
1

n
√∑ |ŷi − yi|

n
i=1                                                                       (20) 

 

Fig 7 shows the performance comparison results of RMSE of 24 hours are measured between various methods. 

The proposed ConvDQNs shows lesser RMSE value of 4.77, whereas other methods such as NDRL, SARSA, QLN, 

and DQN gives increased RMSE value of 15.12, 11.92, 10.28, and 8.05 for 24 hours time period. It concludes that the 

proposed system has reaches the destination at correct time by agents. The agents can effectively finds the correct 

destination with lesser distance and speed manner. For all the time periods proposed system gives lesser RMSE value 

than the existing methods.  
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Fig. 7. RMSE comparison of methods under different time periods. 

 

Fig. 8. MAE Comparison of methods under different time periods. 

MAE results comparison of various methods with respect to different time periods are shown in the fig 8. The 

proposed system gives lesser MAE value of 4.25, whereas other methods such as NDRL, SARSA, QLN, and DQN 

gives increased MAE value of 14.28, 10.72, 9.18, and 6.58 for 24 hours time period. It concludes that the proposed 

system has reaches the destination at correct time by agents and correctly reaches the destination. It concludes that the 

proposed system guides to correct pickup and drop-off the passenger in correct time. For all time periods, proposed 

system gives lesser MAE value than the existing methods.  
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Fig. 9. Success rate comparison of methods under no. of taxis. 

The success rate comparisons of various methods in terms of Taxis number are illustrated in figure 8. The 

proposed system gives higher success rate of 95.14%, whereas other methods such as NDRL, SARSA, QLN, and DQN 

gives lesser success rate of 76.25%, 82.14%, 86.41%, and 89.21% for 24 hours. Proposed system has correct time 

pickup and drop-off the passenger, it shows that the proposed system has higher success rate than the other methods.  

 

 

Fig.10. Wait times  comparison of methods under no. of taxis. 

The overall wait times comparison of various methods in terms of taxis’ number is shown in figure 9. The 

proposed system has lesser wait times than the existing methods due to correct finding of the destination via agent helps 

in DQN. However the DQN alone doesn’t improve the system efficiency in addition CNN is also used for correct 

approximation of Q value. The Q value only plays a major important role for giving suggestion to methods. The 

proposed system takes lesser wait times of 24.25 seconds, whereas other methods such as NDRL, SARSA, QLN, and 

DQN needs more wait times  of 41 seconds, 36.75 seconds, 32.75 seconds, and 29.5 seconds for 24 hours. 
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5. Conclusion and Future Work 

In this study, we provide an RL approach for ATDs that combines CNNs. First, as the MDPs progressed, the 

drivers' behaviours were constructed, taking into account the impacts after taking action in the long run. The state-

action value function was calculated utilising the RL framework with MDPs and data expansion. In the ADL system, 

four RL approaches are introduced: Q-LNs , DQNs, SARSAs, and ConvDQNs. Through the use of agents and episodes, 

the ADL system can provide a safety mechanism for autonomous vehicles, enhancing vehicle safety and providing 

interpretability in the driving system. Driver scan determines the optimum decision and then quantifies the predicted 

future reward in a specific state using the value function in the ConvDQN system. Then, in order to anticipate taxi 

demand, four RL approaches are added to determine the proper pickup and drop-off location depending on passenger 

demands. Finally, the ADTs model based on agent RLs are utilised to transmit taxis between sites based on the present 

drop-off of taxis. The findings reveal that the ConvDQNs model outperforms the others on all four evaluation criteria, 

thus utilise the system's driving outcomes to simulate the real demand scenario in the passenger with on-time pickup 

and drop-off. The results confirmed that the new model performs better in increasing success rate, decreasing wait 

times , reducing MSEs (Mean Square Errors), and reducing RMSEs (Root Mean Square Errors) with relative 

percentages of 95.14 percent, 24.25 seconds, 4.25, and 4.77 for a 24-hour time period when compared to other 

benchmark methods. In the future, more fine-grained scheduling will be done; particularly, it will be studied which taxis 

should be sent in each grid, how to determine a route for each taxi, and where to discover customers once they arrive at 

the assigned grid. Solve these issues and increase the taxi service's efficiency. 
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